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"Save the Children" care 2018 in 118 countries; 420 million children live in conflict areas 84

"silent cries" of survivors unheard or misunderstood by society; especially: former babies 19

2 Gs, second generation 2Gs, as children of "Child Survivors", still suffer, are disregarded 17

2G chapter "Tensions with "2G", the children of Child Survivors 80

2G many 2Gs are full of mistrust and suspicion; see expert Kurt Grünberg 82

2G + 3G, tensions tensions between the generations are more widespread in Germany 83

3G grand-children as different memory keepers; see Judy Montagu 81

3G transformation from shame to pride; see Eva Fogelman 82

abundance of love Child Survivors had a horrific fate; with rare moments of exceptions 34

Adenauer, Konrad reinstated after 1945 many Nazis as civil servants in offices, ministries, agencies etc. 38

Alert as witnesses chapter: Alert as witnesses today and beyond 16

Alinsky, Saul the organized institutions … were impotent in preventing fascism 17

Andlauer, Anna children's center in the monastery Indersdorf 1945 - 1948 54

anti-Semitism Binzer: anti-Semitism as sort of exalted respect, as if we could … 45

Baader, Gerhard role of medicine under Nazi regime, in Greece, Palestine etc. 73

Battermann, Wolfgang chairman of association of the Petershagen Old Synagogue 37

Binzer, Liesel Liesel survived Theresienstadt; three generations in her book 43

Binzer, Liesel her child: "she never told about Holocaust, but tension was always present" 44

Bitter Past / Better Future name of bookseries of CSD in German language 40

Can I be my own drug? variations of catharsis, own impact 31

cautious/alert wide range between cautious/shy and alert/fight 10

chutzpah, find own kind I had to find my own kind of chutzpah, alike many Child Survivors 35

common characteristics common characteristics of Child Survivors 9

compensation refused before court 1977 "because of bad genes of Jewish race" 37

compensation for invited Child S. from Eastern Europe were put on social welfare in Germany 65
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Deutschkron, Inge brilliant witness often in parliament; tells omissions of German institutions 75

Diversity Destroyed Exhibition 2013 about Nazi damage to Jews and so to German society 21

drugs for mass murderers many culprits during the holocaust were on drugs 33

Eastern Europe CSD handbook in German about intense and systematic Nazi crimes 60

ecstasy starved most people are touch starved, and ecstacy starved; remedies 32

exaggerated sense exaggerated sense of danger and fear; helpful or misleading for 2G and 3G 81

experts of CSD CSD book in German about character, anger, resistance, elertness 49

family, surrogate CSD is alike a family for lonesome Child Survivors 7

Frankenthal, Hans back home from Ausschwitz, but got no empathy; therefore hiding own Jewish roots 76

Genin, Salomea article "Inner Struggle, External Turbulence" in anthology, toughness 55

German society damaged fascist culprits damaged both, Jewish and German society 11

handbook for educators CSD handbook in German by Karin Weimann, about remembrance, responsibility 59

Heistver, Alexej CSD book in German about Holocaust in Eastern Europe, group Phoenix 52

hiding Jews liable for death penalty in Poland, as in other areas 69

Hoffmann, Pavel reports about Nazi crimes in area of Czech Republic; book upcoming 46

holocaust use to get money 40% of youth in Germany believe, Jews use H. to gain financially 43

impact, harmful harmful long term impact, especially  on former babies 19

inclusion in Germany Jews achieved an unprecedented level of acceptance and inclusion, now in Germany 51

integration of migrants bad in Germany; xenophobic "security thinking",nervous, feeds terror 71

integration: Glöckner, Olaf New Home. Migrants best best integrated and educated in Israel, with great success! 71

Jewish features Jews are able to be resilient, modern, innovative - even spiritual 14

Jews as the elite 1972 at Harvard, I enjoyed a Jewish group with self image of elite 34

Kaemmel, Thomas my cousin Thomas wrote a book about 300 years of Jewish family 25

Laufmann, Roi majority in Gaza want peace, but are controlled by terrorist Hamas 46

Lieball, Alfred CSD book in German, author fighter for democracy in schools. Bombing in Berlin 72

looking for a political wife own obligation as survivor, societal impact as basic purpose 24
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loved more than you think many Child Survivors gave up on family; even though many could get much love 73

mixed marriage fate of Child Survivors with one non-Jewish parent 22

Nazi documentation in East Nazi documented "activities" confirm witnesses from Eastearn Europe 63

Nazi officers after 1945 high positions and pensions after being re-established as civil servants 76

Nickel, Eva everyday objects can trigger all of sudden horror alertness 51

no competition there shall be no "worst fate" competition among members of CSD 7

not welcome back home Jews returning ro Germany were not welcome and not supported 75

Petershagen biannual meeting point of CSD meetings 7

Petershagen "Association of the Old Synagogue Petershagen", helpful friends 7

post-Soviet migrants poorly integrated into German society; descendents sucessful! 71

Prehm, Inoszka Lady of Camster, catharsis as an artist, after horror in Stutthof camp 73

pre-stage of civilization global society, especially fascist, is in a pre-stage of civilization 11

racism, end of chimpanzees share 98% of human genes, racism is ridiculous 32

resilient witnesses CSD anthology in German, struggling from before 1945 until now 53

restlessness, inner common characteristic of Child Survivors 11

restlessness, inner Binzer: never got rid of my inner restlessness... lost my childhood 44

retirement pension/income pay for Nazi culprits is much higher,  than for in many cases impoverished victims 77

Rider, Eve suffered terrible medical experiments,. No ensuing penalty for the criminal doctors 58

Schoenflies, Arthur Moritz mathematician and crystallographer 27

Schuster, Josef President of Central Council of Jews in Germany: "better options for Jews than ever" 52

Selbiger, Horst learned boxing as a kid and was respected by fascist schoolkids 29

Selbiger, Horst Child Survivor with bitter experiences in three German states 36

Selbiger, Horst Nazis changed democracy into a fascist terror regime in 100 days 39

Sensitive witnesses CSD anthology in German, restlessness from before 1945 until now 53

shame of being Jewish as influenced from Polish Christians, before 1945 and until now 70

signs of exclusion/inclusion Jews were partly excluded, partly included, after famlies  in Germany for centuries 78
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Solonari, Wladimir holocaust reports are misleading, as witnesses had a "happy end" 67

Synagogues in Berlin pictures of Orthodox and Liberal Synagogues in Berlin 15

Szepesi, Eva survived Auschwitz, it took 50 years until she was able to talk about it 74

Terezin Initiative Ludmilla Chladkova and Michaele Vidlakova active for survivors 48

terror of fascists provoked by German xenophobic  "security thinking" in interior ministry, judiciary 71

three points in time plight until 1945, frustration after 1945, inner restlessness 2019 9

uniqueness of Holocaust hard task for Child Survivors to describe own experiences 41

Weimann, Karin CSD handbook in German, how to prepare students to meet Child Survivors 59

WFJCSH&D 2017 Jerusalem picture of Wailing Wall 28

WFJCSH&D meeting 2014 WFJCSH&D World Fed. of Jewish Child Survivors of Holocaust, meeting 2014 in Berlin 13

WFJCSH&D picture WFJCSH&D Board members on annual meeting 2014 in Berlin 14

WFJCSH&D safe in Berlin WFJCSH&D was safe in Berlin - prediction was difficult 13

WhatsApp group of CSD as monitored by Andrew Hilkowitz, former president of CSD 20

Why? 2018 book from Poland: "We Couldn't Understand Why"; horror pure 69

working for peace working for peace, "like a soldier in war" 25

youngest children suffered youngest children suffered most, experts needed decades to find out 79


